Research by Mukund Vengalattore (PHYSICS) on atoms in a quantum system ran in 19 media outlets. Jonathan Lunine (ASTRONOMY) was quoted in 9 media outlets about Cassini’s flyby of Enceladus. Jeremy Wallace (GOVERNMENT, CAPS) was quoted in 9 media outlets on China ending its one-child policy. Tom Gilovich’s (PSYCHOLOGY) research on happiness was covered by 8 media outlets. An op-ed on Turkey by Mostafa Minawi (HISTORY) ran in The Hill, and an op-ed on racism by Oneka LaBennett (AFRICANA) ran in Ms. Magazine.

STATS AT A GLANCE
- 75 external media stories tracked
- 8 press releases/tip sheets distributed
- 1 studio appearance arranged
- 12 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 7 Cornell Daily Sun stories
- 1 Tumblr blog entry
- 29 Tweets
- 6 Facebook posts

SELECTED STORIES

**Humanities and Arts**

*Cornell lecturer offers insight on Salem witch trials*
*Ithaca Journal, 10/30/15*
Katherine Howe (AMERICAN STUDIES)

*What Scandal’s Civil Rights-Era Critique Says About Contemporary Black Women and Girls*
*Ms. Magazine, 10/29/15*
Oneka LaBennett (AFRICANA)

*Professor 1-ups discussion of music and video games*
*Driftwood, 10/29/15* and 1 other media outlet
Roger Moseley (MUSIC)

*Music schools collaborate for new performance group*
*Ithaca, 10/29/15* and 1 other media outlet
Xak Bjerken (MUSIC)

*ISIS Destroys Ancient Palmyra Columns By Tying Prisoners to Them and Blowing Them Up, Shocking New*
The Atlantic Region Philosophers’ Association Annual Meeting welcomes Dr. Andrew Chignell

Andrew Chignell (PHILOSOPHY)

Kenneth McClane to speak at Cornell

Kenneth McClane (ENGLISH)

Turning a blind eye to Erdoğan’s war, turning our backs on Turkish democracy

Mostafa Minawi (HISTORY)

Just in Time to Explore Film: Justin Lerner at Cornell Cinema

Justin Lerner ’02 (PMA, CORNELL CINEMA)

Samantha Sheppard’s POV illuminates films *

Samantha Sheppard (PMA)

‘The Hip Hop & Obama Reader’ *

Travis Gosa (AFRICANA)

‘When women ruled the world’: Gottschalk lecture is Nov. 5 *

Maureen Quilligan, Rayna Kalas, Roger Gilbert, Ann Rosalind Jones, Ph.D. ’76 (ENGLISH)

Will Gluck ’93 Talks Hollywood (video)

(PMA, CAREER)

Speaker: Religious revival may solve racial injustice

Joseph H. Holland ’78, M.A. ’79 (HISTORY)

Russell Rickford (HISTORY)

The Counter-Factual: A Danced Definition of the Unusual

Zoe Jackson ’16 , Brooke Wilson ’16 (PMA)

Garrett outlines agenda in State of University address
Hungary thanks Malcolm Bilson *

Cornell Chronicle, 10/23/15
Malcolm Bilson (MUSIC)

**Sciences and Math**

*Weeping Angel* Atoms In Quantum System Won't Move If You’re Looking At Them

Headlines & Global News, 10/25/15 and 18 other media outlets
Mukund Vengalattore (PHYSICS)

Stunning Nasa images capture hints of Saturn moon’s underground ocean

The Guardian, 10/30/15
Paul Helfenstein (ASTRONOMY)

Worlds Collide: In China’s Bid To Advance Physics, An Opportunity For Scientists Everywhere

NPR Boston, 10/28/15
Henry Tye (PHYSICS)

The Puzzle of Planetary Protection

Universe Today, 10/28/15 and 1 other media outlet
Alberto G. Fairén (ASTRONOMY)

NASA Is Sending a Spacecraft Deep Inside an Alien Geyser

National Geographic, 10/27/15 and 8 other media outlet
Jonathan Lunine (ASTRONOMY)

Cassini unveils the wintry world of Enceladus

Cosmos, 10/26/15 and 3 other media outlets
Paul Helfenstein (ASTRONOMY)

Cornell Neurotech launched with multimillion dollar gift *

Cornell Chronicle, 10/27/15, Ithaca Journal
Gretchen Ritter, Joseph Fetcho (NBB)

Alumna’s bequest supports young female scientists *

Cornell Chronicle, 10/27/15
Marilyn Jacox, Ph.D. ’56, Barbara Baird, Sophia Lai ’17, William Dichtel (CHEMISTRY)

Alumna’s research leads to planetary water discoveries *

Ezra Update, October 2015
Jennifer Hanley ’06 (ASTRONOMY, SCIENCE OF EARTH SYSTEMS)

**Social Sciences**
Beijing Charts Course Between Nationalism, Diplomacy in South China Sea
Wall Street Journal, 10/30/15
Jessica Chen Weiss (GOVERNMENT, CAPS)

It caused heartbreak, but one-child policy's end may not achieve desired effect
Sydney Morning Herald, 10/30/15 and 8 other media outlets
Jeremy Wallace (GOVERNMENT, CAPS)

Politically Enraged Citizens With Immigrant Families Are Turning Into Engaged Voters
Think Progress 10/28/15
Michael Jones-Correa (GOVERNMENT)

Nationalist Chinese netizens are furious that their country didn’t take military action against the U.S. in the South China Sea
Foreign Policy, 10/27/15
Jessica Chen Weiss (GOVERNMENT, CAPS)

Streaks Like Daniel Murphy’s Aren’t Necessarily Random
New York Times, 10/27/15
Tom Gilovich (PSYCHOLOGY)

MacArthur “Genius” award winner to give talk at Cornell
Ithaca Voice, 10/26/15
(ANTHROPOLOGY, JEWISH STUDIES, FGSS, LATINA/O STUDIES)

Does money buy happiness?
Daily Telegraph, 10/23/15 and 7 other media outlets
Tom Gilovich (PSYCHOLOGY)

Professor: Good outcome unlikely at European weekend summit on migration crisis
College of Arts & Sciences Website, 10/26/15
Mabel Berezin (SOCIOLOGY)

**Other Stories and Multiple Departments**

Forum explores costs, outcomes of financial aid policy
Cornell Chronicle, 10/28/15
Suzanne Mettler, Peter Lepage, Bart Winokur ’61 (GOVERNMENT, PHYSICS)

NASA Scientist Mary Beth Wilhelm ’12 Aids Discovery of Water on Mars
Cornell Daily Sun, 10/28/15
Mary Beth Wilhelm ’12 (COLLEGE SCHOLAR)

Growing global: Cornell continues to expand opportunities for meaningful international experiences
Ezra Magazine, Fall 2015
Andrew Willford (ANTHROPOLOGY)
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